VALVESQUE
STEREO VALVE DISTORTION EQUALIZER

Made with(Reactive Transients Technology) RTT

Design & Topology: Gaurav Dayal

LICENSE AGREEMENT:
By purchasing this package, you are hereby granted the right to use
this copy of this software, subject to the following restrictions:
1. You may not copy, or distribute any copies of this software or
documentation,with the exception of copies made for back-up
purposes.
2. We still retain all rights to this software, meaning that by purchasing
this software you can use it, but we still own the code, algorithms,
designs, copyrights, patents and anything else related to this
software.
3. You agree not to reverse engineer this product.
4. You understand that this software may not be free of bugs or
errors. We’ve done our best to make sure that the software is bugfree, but sometimes bugs happen.
5. We are not liable for any damage caused by this software, whether
it’s trashed files, or trashed recording sessions! We don’t expect this
to happen, but you can’t be too careful. Back-up your data regularly!
IN ANY CASE, OUR LIABILITY IS LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT THAT
YOU PAID FOR THIS SOFTWARE.
That said, we want you to be happy with this software. If you have a
problem with this product, tell us, and we will try to correct the
problem. If we can’t correct the problem, and you choose to return
the product, we will refund your money without giving you a hassle.
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INSTALLATION:
System Requirements:
Plugin Formats: VST/AU - 64bit /32 Bit , AAX
PC/MAC:
Windows XP SP2 or later / OSX 10.6.8 or later
Intel Core 2 Duo 2GHz / AMD Athlon 64 or equivalent 2 GB RAM / 300
MB HD
Screen Resolution: 1024×768
VST2, AU, or AAX 32-bit or 64-bit host
Installation:
OSX:
• Double click on the DMG image Valvesque.dmg
• Right click on the package valvesque.mpkg and click open
• Follow the instructions to install the plug-in(s) Follow the instructions
to install the plug-in(s)
WINDOWS:
• Run Valvesque.exe
• Follow the instructions to install the plug-in(s)
Registration:
In demo mode the plugin will fully function for 15 days (trial mode) .
Upon purchase, just enter your serial key and email address and the
plugin will be fully functional with no restrictions.

DESIGN ANALOGY:
We love valve (tube) gear at Beatskillz plugins.
The “warmth” and “crunch” that certain great valve gear brought to
classic recordings is still missed today.
Although many companies have tried to emulate classic valve
hardware, we felt that we still needed to reach out to our hardware
outboard for “that sound!”
Finally we decided to embark on the diﬃcult journey of trying to
emulate and get the sound signature of one of our favorite pieces of
valve gear. In order to do this we needed to start from scratch. So we
went a little back in time, much like the gear, and found a unique
mathematical system to model our classic hardware, including all its
detailed non-linearities. This modeling technology was then further
designed and implemented by our
team to measure how diﬀerent
transients “react” to valve gear.
Finally after almost an year of work and
perfecting the sound with our own

Reactive Transients
Technology(RTT), we have released
Valvesque to the world.
With 6 modes of Distortion A (TRIODE) and another 6 modes of
distortion B (PENTODE), this plugin can give you many diﬀerent
colors and flavors of distortion from soft and warm to edgy and
crunchy. Push this plugin and it will “bite” back ! Further shape your
sound with The Varislope Equalizer Section of the Plugin.
We truly hope that you find this as useful tool in your productions.

CONTROLS & WORKING:
The is a Stereo Plugin and will work
on stereo channels only. Even
mono channels when converted to
stereo can benefit from this as you
can then create a separate sound
for the left and right channels if
desired. A Stereo Link switch lets
the user control both channels with
either controls on channel 1 or 2.
As the Distortion Knob (Red) is
increased from 1 to 6 (position),
extra harmonics, mostly musical,
will be added to give a warm
'valvey' sound. The higher you go
the “edgier” the sound will get .
The lower setting provide a
“smoother” distortion with less peaks.
This works in conjunction with the input gain knob.
More gain will make the signal more distorted, the
Output Gain knob can be used to adjust the overall
signal level at output.
The plugin will produce 2nd order harmonics when in
Dist A 'Triode' mode and 3rd order harmonics when
in Dist B 'Pentode' mode.
This provides a creative means of both tone and
dynamics control over the input signal as well as
allowing the user to select how much and what kind
of harmonics are present in the signal.

The EQ section provides a simple yet powerful musical control over
frequency content.

The Bass Boost control gives a continuous control over the amount
of bass using a unique 'varislope' curve which peaks at 65Hz.
The Bass cut is a high pass filter which turns into a shelving type
curve that will also increase in frequency as the switch is advanced.
The ‘MID/HF' boost control gives a bell type curve with variable
gain peaking at either 2.5KHz / 4KHz or a 'varislope' curve peaking
at 12KHz, all selected by the frequency select switch.
The ‘MID CUT' control provides a bell type curve
centred at 1KHz with continuous control over the
amount of cut.
These controls are intended to interact with the
other EQ controls for a very flexible control over the
entire frequency range.
The 'LPF' or low pass filter switch control will allow
the high frequencies to be cut at a frequency
suitable to stop harsh sounding harmonics
standing out when excessive distortion is
used,smoothing the resulting sound.
The level of output signal is represented by the 3 Color Light per
channel.
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